Triage, not just for the emergency department: a discussion of the appropriate level of care for the transitioning infant.
Determining the appropriate placement for infants experiencing a delay in transition or who require more intensive assessment, monitoring, and nursing care can be a challenge. Not all of these infants need to be admitted to the NICU. Since 1994, we have had a triage program to care for these infants. We define triage as a temporary (12 hours or fewer) level of care for monitoring, assessment, and intervention. This level of care is more intensive than in the newborn nursery, but the infant does not require an immediate NICU admission. Caring for these infants presents challenges in staffing, family-centered care, and reimbursement. This article shares information on the evolution of our triage program, its benefits to infants and their families, and how it is integrated into our NICU practices.